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Ushuaia, "The Southernmost City in the World", began as a penal colony but has morphed into

an adventure destination, as well as the departure port for most Antarctica cruises.

Ushuaia has much to offer and should be on any adventure traveler's bucket list. Highlights

include:fun festivals, including the Longest Night in the World and the world's southernmost

marathoncamping, hiking, and kayakingsouvenir shoppingyummy local delicaciesquirky

museumsa quirky sightseeing toura train ride through Tierra del Fuego National Parka funky

dance clubsouthernmost casinoBeagle Channel eco-toursdog-sleddingbirding Plus, you'll

want to visit the End of the World Museum, the southernmost lighthouse, southernmost golf

course, and the southernmost ski resort. There are lots of lodging and eating options,

including bars, restaurants, cafes, pubs, bakeries, guesthouses, hostels, hotels, resorts, B&Bs,

lodges, apartments, villas, and apart hotels.Terrance Zepke is an award-winning and best-

selling author of more than fifty books, including the popular, CHEAP TRAVEL and

TERRANCE TALKS TRAVEL SERIES. She is a travel blogger, agent, adventurer, and host of

the UBER ADVENTURES SHOW. She is in demand as a speaker and has been featured in

most major media, including The Travel Channel, The Washington Post, CNN, NPR,

Associated Press, PBS, The Good Morning Show, The Rick Steves Show, The Learning

Channel, and Publisher's Weekly. For more on this author and her titles visit

terrancetalkstravel.com and terrancezepke.com.
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to See & DoBest of UshuaiaAbout AccommodationsAbout UshuaiaAnnual Events & Average

TempsTitles by TerranceINTRODUCTIONAre you a quirky tourist? If you’re headed to Ushuaia,

you are most definitely a quirky tourist! Most folks have never heard of it, let alone considered

traveling there. Since you are reading this book, I assume you’re going or seriously considering

it.Good for you! It is a scenic city with more to offer than you might think. There is skiing and

heli-skiing, dog-sledding, eco-tours, sightseeing aboard a double-decker bus, kayaking and

canoeing, a cool train ride, camping, hiking, shopping, cruises on the Beagle Channel, The

End of the World Lighthouse, and more. There’s even a casino here so you can gamble in the

southernmost casino in the world!There’s a good chance you’re stopping here on the way to

Antarctica, so this is just the beginning of your adventure. But what a great beginning.There

are more restaurants (and better food) than you can imagine in Ushuaia. There are many local

delicacies, such as Merluza Negra and Cordero Fueguino. Most places serve a respectable

array of Argentinian red and white wines. You can have a beer at the oldest bar in town. Or go

to a local bakery and enjoy gourmet coffee or hot chocolate, as well as homemade

croissants.There’s a cool little place that features tango music and dancing. If you can’t tango,

this is a good place to learn or you can just sit and watch. Tango dancing is fun to watch.There

are even more places to stay than to eat. Ushuaia has hundreds of hostels, hotels,

guesthouses, and apart hotels available for all budgets. There are even a couple of exceptional

resorts and a lovely family-friendly property.You can even play golf at the southernmost golf

course in the world. Or go hiking and birding in Tierra del Fuego National Park. There aren’t

many attractions but what is there is worthwhile, including the Prison Museum and the End of

the World Museum. Ushuaia is about as far off the beaten path as possible, so you can count

on having a quirky good time! I’ve traveled to many great places, but this remains one of my

most memorable trips.So read on to learn how to make the most out of your time in the

southernmost city in the world. Pay special attention to my TOP TEN PICKS, Annual Events,

and FYI boxes.GETTING THEREWith Ushuaia, it’s about the journey as much as the

destination. To get there, you must go all the way to the southernmost tip of South America.By

BusIt can be reached by bus, but it is an expensive ordeal. You must cross the Strait of

Magellan to get to Ushuaia, which is the capital of Tierra del Fuego Province. This means you

must endure a border crossing, so make sure you have your passport. The only road to

Ushuaia is from Chile and then you cross the strait to enter Argentina.FYI: All travelers are

required to present a valid passport to enter Argentina, but tourist visas are not required for



most travelers. .An international driving permit (IDP) is required if you plan to drive in

Argentina, .By AirMany airlines offer service to Argentina, but there are no direct, international

flights in Ushuaia. Most air travelers will arrive in Buenos Aires or Punta Arenas and then board

a flight to Ushuaia. Flight time from Buenos Aires to Ushuaia is about 3.5 hours. Please note

that domestic flights are often delayed or cancelled. Be sure to allow enough time in case of

delays if you have a pre-booked activity or will be boarding an Antarctica cruise. The only

airport is Ushuaia Malvinas Argentinas International Airport (USH). Airlines that fly into USH

include Aerolineas Argentinas, LATAM Chile, and TAG Airlines.FYI: On the other side of the

channel is the Chilean town of Puerto Williams, which is slightly further south. However, it has

just 2,000 inhabitants, so it is more of a township than a city. This means that Ushuaia remains

unchallenged in its status as the “Southernmost City in the World.”The village of Puerto Toro

(Population: 100) lies even farther south, and on the Antarctic Peninsula there are several

research stations with hundreds of temporary inhabitants.Getting Around UshuaiaThere are

city buses. However, everything along the main waterfront area is within walking distance

unless you have physical limitations. However, be forewarned that once you leave the

waterfront area, you will be climbing steep hills. Things look deceptively closer than they are

when studying a map as opposed to actually walking the route! Taxis are available and cars,

motorbikes, and bicycles are be rented. .FYI: There is a navigational map available onFast

FactsSize: 8.8 square miles (23 km²)Population: 58,000Currency: Argentine Peso (ARS) *U.S.

dollars widely accepted, but you will receive change in pesos; for currency conversionOfficial

Language: Spanish*English is commonly spoken and understoodTime Zone: UTC/GMT

-3hoursNickname: End of the WorldLeading Export: Lumber, livestock, and fishingFYI:

Argentina determines whether to observe daylight saving time on a year-by-year basis, and

individual provinces may opt out of the federal decision.TERRANCE’S TOP TEN PICKS1.

Climb aboard a catamaran and cruise about the Beagle Channel where you’ll see spectacular

scenery and wildlife, including Cormorants, sea lions, and penguins. This is a must for those

not venturing on to Antarctica. Plus, there is no danger of seasickness, which often

accompanies a Drake Passage Crossing. Or better still, you can kayak or canoe around the

channel instead of taking a catamaran. A guide must accompany you on any channel outing.

You will find kiosks at the pier or you can pre-book, .
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"wormiii", “Good to have for first timer.. I just booked an Antarctica trip and I'll be going through

Ushuaia. Taking a chance, I searched for Ushuaia here on amazon and found a book on it!

Took a chance and bought it. I read through it all in about an hour (skimmed/skipped some

parts), so it is a quick read, but for someone going to this city for the first time, I thought it was

a nice quick introduction to the area. I had some questions in my head that this book

answered (like can I get a burger there?). I also learned things that I didn't even know I should

ask, like the existence of museums there and other items I should do.I went with 4 stars,

because this is by no means an exhaustive AAA book about the city and I'm sure not

everything is listed here. But as an introduction and removing fears about going here, this

book helped.”

susan finkelstein, “Good overview. Book contains a good overview since I’ve already been

there.  Nice historical view of the settling of the land. Good selection of restaurants”

The book by Terrance Zepke has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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